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The Leading Development 
Platform for Edge ML

edgeimpulse.com
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Making Edge AI A Reality

Accelerate Your Edge Compute 

www.syntiant.com

http://www.syntiant.com/
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Fastest Video Analytics Solutions on Arm CPUs

www.deeplite.ai
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Witness potential made possible at analog.com.

Where what if
becomes what is.





FOTAHUB
Making Over-the-Air Firmware and MLmodels Updates Simple and Accessible!

Securely update your IoT devices  

regardless of their Hardware 

Platform (Silicon) Provider and 

physical location.

Unlock TinyMLbusiness value  

through OTA Firmware and ML 

models update.

Pay-as you-go

www.fotahub.com 

contact@fotahub.com

http://www.fotahub.com/
mailto:contact@fotahub.com




TOGETHER, WE ACCELERATE THE BREAKTHROUGHS THAT 
ADVANCE OUR WORLD

www.nxp.com/ai

http://www.nxp.com/ai




www.st.com/ai

STMicroelectronics provides extensive 

solutions to make tiny 

Machine Learning easy
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ENGINEERING
EXCEPTIONAL
EXPERIENCES
We engineer exceptional experiences
for consumers in the home, at work,
in the car, or on the go.

www.synaptics.com
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Join Growing tinyML Communities:

bb

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge
https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/

The tinyML Community
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/

12.2k members in
46 Groups in 37 Countries

3.2k members 
&

10.2k followers

https://www.meetup.com/tinyML-Enabling-ultra-low-Power-ML-at-the-Edge/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/


Subscribe to
tinyML YouTube Channel

for updates and notifications
(including this video)

www.youtube.com/tinyML

8.2k subscribers, 500 videos with 270k views 

http://www.youtube.com/tinyML


Reminders

youtube.com/tinyml

Slides & Videos will be posted tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums

Please use the Q&A window for your questions



Our next tinyML Trailblazers Series 
Success Stories with Christopher B. Rogers

(CEO, SensiML Corp)  

LIVE ONLINE December 7th, 2022 at 8 am PDT

Register now! 



Next tinyML Talks

Date Presenter Topic / Title

Tuesday,
December 13

Mahesh Chowdhary
Fellow, Senior Director MEMS Software 
Solutions, STMicroelectronics

Smart motion sensors offer a world of always-

on possibilities: TinyML use cases and 

applications

Webcast start time is 8:00 am Pacific time

Please contact talks@tinyml.org if you are interested in presenting

mailto:talks@tinyml.org


Vitaly Kleban

Vitaly Kleban is a serial inventor and technology architect, active 
in deep tech: advanced sensor and materials technology, low-
power and low-cost data acquisition, machine learning on edge, 
distributed systems and telecommunications. He is the co-
founder and CTO at Everynet, which is the leading low power 
wide area pioneer and network operator, providing innovative 
solutions that help companies around the world solve their 
biggest IoT challenges and scale quickly.



Bits, billons and cents

TinyML Talks 
Vitaly Kleban, Espoo, 2022

Low-cost energy-aware sensor data acquisition at scale



systems on the cheap



Essential 
complexity only

Some accidental 
complexity

A lot of accidental 
complexity 

Project closed due 
to budget limit

Running on 
government money

No Accidental Complexity ~ Economy of Scale

Start

Finish

Start

Finish

Drag

Accidental complexity elimination will simplify design process and enable big OEMs/ODMs 
to consolidate mid-size orders and get lower component prices and manufacturing 

overheads. 



Lack of sensor data is one of the main reasons why both ML and digitalisation projects 
fail. Data starvation puts multimillion dollar investments into digitalisation and ML 
projects at risk. 

Machine learning related compute resources has been doubling every 6 months for the 
past 10 years, still to this day the lack of data is one of the main reasons why digitalisation 
and ML projects fail. This problem is especially significant for the “offline businesses”, 
where software need sensors to gain access to the real world. 


Due to the data starvation hardware is taking up a bigger role in software-related 
processes. Low cost connectivity and TinyML will enable use of up to 99% of sensor 
data that is currently being discarded due to cost or power constraints. 


Low-cost connectivity will let offline businesses to connect billions of sensors and enable 
thousands of use-cases that were previously cost-prohibitive. With low-cost connectivity, 
companies embrace not a technology shift but rather an economic one, since it is 
now possible to access data and insights so inexpensively and readily, it is irresponsible 
not to do so.

Offline businesses need more data to optimise processes

The main challenge of the data collection is the fact that while computational efficiency 
has improved exponentially over the past decades, wireless transmission continues to 
be energy-intensive and expensive. It prevents exhaustive data collection and pushes 
companies towards TinyML solutions.


Most of the battery power goes to data transmission

New York pipe maze in 1891, is it any better now?

Sleep 
(10%)

Measure 
(5%)

Transmit  
(73%)

Process 
(12%)



TCO = hardware + maintenance + connectivity 

Price elasticity really does matter and can make or break an IoT use case. 
Pennies matter as it drives volumes. Total cost of ownership matters. 

1. Take raw data and use ML to “compress it” to useful data 
2. Make sure useful data can fit into low throughput connectivity 
3. Stay battery-powered by using both energy-aware ML and connectivity 
4. Put all of it into the device 
5. … 
6. PROFIT!!! 

!



The LoRa Alliance develops the global, open specification – the LoRaWAN protocol. 
It enables low-cost devices, low-cost connectivity, wide coverage and security.

Energy Efficiency Security Flexible Deployment 
Options

Deep Penetration Coverage in Rural 
Areas

Geolocation Firmware Updates 
Over The Air

10 - 15+ years battery life 
(limited by battery self-

discharge)


Multiple 
device classes to 

address different use-
cases


Double layer end-to-end 
AES 128-bit

encryption


Device to network 
operator for 

authentication and 
integrity on the radio link


Device to end application 
(end to end) to retain 

data ownership

Managed national 
networks, private or 

hybrid networks


CAPEX or OPEX model 


Easy and fast to set up


Able to penetrate 
concrete, metal walls, 

etc.

 

Reaches basements / 
elevator shafts, etc.


Performs well in diverse 
environments (urban, 

hilly areas, harsh 
conditions) 


Scalable capacity


Bi-directional broadcast


Roaming for global

mobility 

Private networks 

10+ miles


Network-driven


Works indoors or 
outdoors


Highly accurate


No impact on 
device size, cost or 

battery


No hardware on device 

Pushes updates to 
multiple devices at once


Quicker time to market


Optimized cost efficiency


The LoRa Alliance® is an open, nonprofit association that has become one of the largest and fastest-growing alliances in the technology sector since its inception in 2015.  Its members 
closely collaborate and share experiences to promote and drive the success of the LoRaWAN® standard as the leading open global standard for secure, carrier-grade IoT LPWAN 
connectivity. With the technical flexibility to address a broad range of IoT applications, both static and mobile, and a certification program to guarantee interoperability, LoRaWAN® has 
already been deployed by major mobile network operators globally, with continuing wide expansion into 2022 and beyond.



Vibrant ecosystem of device makers, solution providers, system integrators and 
network operators, delivering interoperability needed to scale IoT across the globe.





With access to 100k towers worldwide Everynet builds and maintains carrier-grade 
LoRaWAN networks to provide fully managed low-cost connectivity as a service
Completed networks

Ongoing network deployments

Italy

Tower Partner: Cellnex

Covered Population: 42M

Cities Covered: national

GDP Target Covered: 70%


Andorra

Tower Partner: Andorra Telecom

Covered Population: 50k

Cities Covered: 10

GDP Covered: 70%


Brazil 
Tower Partner: American Tower

Covered Population: 110M 

Cities Covered: 290

GDP Covered: 67%


Indonesia 
Tower Partner: Telkom Indonesia

Covered Population: 215M

Cities Covered: 220

GDP Covered: 80%


UK & Ireland 
Tower Partner: Cellnex

Covered Population:  18M

Cities Covered: 21

GDP Covered: 30%


Iceland

Tower Partner: Lysir

Covered Population: 150k

Cities Covered: 10

GDP Covered: 60%


Spain 
Tower Partner: Cellnex

Covered Population:  10M

Cities Covered: 45

GDP Covered: 70%


USA 
Tower Partner: Crown Castle

Covered Population: 130M

Cities Covered: 550 cities

GDP Target Covered: 55%


Available infrastructure in the USA



With access to 100k towers worldwide Everynet builds and maintains carrier-grade 
LoRaWAN networks to provide fully managed low-cost connectivity as a service
Available infrastructure in Brazil Available infrastructure in Indonesia



Everynet core technical capabilities are focused on delivering low-cost connectivity by 
lowering both network TCO and, as a result, end customer price point

Everynet is using proprietary network 
radio planning algorithm that reduces the 
number of required towers by 20-30% 
compare to manual radio planning.


Our radio planning tools are based on ML-
driven field-calibrated models based on 
satellite data and a library of 28 precisely 
measured antennas.


On top of the "rent and maintenance free" arrangements with tower companies, Everynet is using several proprietary tools to lower network TCO for both 
ourselves and our tower partners.

Better planning →  
Less towers

Better deployment process →  
Quicker installations

Better QC and observability →  
Less maintenance

Everynet supply quality control 
procedures, installation toolboxes, pre-
built modular factory tested building blocks 
and mobile application to speed up 
deployment and lower the risk of 
unproductive truck rolls.


Our main business is to provide managed 
carrier-grade coverage, guaranteed SLAs 
and lower the total cost of ownership.


The network is under 24/7/365 management 
by experienced LoRaWAN professionals


Everynet networks are surviving even in 
harsh weather conditions such as hurricane 
Fiona, lighting storms and earthquakes.



While LoRaWAN enables the existence of low-cost device hardware, Everynet’s 
spectrum-sharing technology enables low-cost connectivity for these devices

Everynet has developed a true neutral-host 
platform capable of radio spectrum 
sharing between multiple wholesale 
customers, removing their need for upfront 
CAPEX without compromising device 
data ownership. 


Everynet puts significant efforts to deliver secure and carrier grade coverage to our customers. In our recent project the leading Italian water company lost 
1 out of 300k meter readings (99.9997% success rate) while being served via our neutral-host API.

Neutral-host coverage →  
Scalable go to market strategy

Unlimited tower access →  
Better resilience and densification

Everynet offers several resilience 
mechanisms to ensure highest datapoint 
collection SLA.

Example of dense network in Brazil 
~370k devices on ML-generated map

Gateway outage Several gateways cover one 
device

Backhaul outage Gateway data buffer and 
deferred message delivery 

Customer’s side outage Up to six month of message 
history stored by Everynet

Everynet Cloud outage Resilient muti-region 
installation

On top of that Everynet offers a flexible 
densification options to make sure 
customer is getting all necessary devices 
online.



Get in touch with our experienced team to discuss a risk free project plan, protect your 
investments and reduce time to market

Contact us to benefit from our expertise

Fully-managed field infrastructure 
— Gateways, towers, installation, maintenance and backhaul


60% reduction or more in connectivity costs with managed network


Established security protocols 
— Ongoing assessment and penetration testing of all network elements


SLA agreements commit to 99% RAN coverage 
— 99.95% cloud platform uptime

— 99% average coverage availability 


Dedicated Network Operation Centre 
—24/7/365 monitoring and incident response


Detailed, proactive, long-term densification planning 


Benefit from the experience and critical learnings of previous global network and 
metering rollouts

150+ deployment teams worldwide



Customer built networks face technical challenges that put multimillion investments at 
risk and delay time to market by 5 years. Extensive LoRaWAN experience is key

Reduced site availability and coverage 
From our experience customer owned sites provide around 5dB less link budget and show lower 
RF-propagation performance compare to carrier grade sites. Most of the times such a difference 
results in ~300..400% coverage area reduction in dense urban environment. Customer build 
network would require at least 4x more gateways than national network and would cost more 
than managed coverage.


Intense network management demands

Security updates and patching, backups, cluster redundancy, gateway outages, lightning strikes, 
backhaul issues management and more are extremely expensive and manpower intensive 


Detailed experience, knowledge and manpower required  
Site selection, preparation and coverage studies, installation, quality control, infrastructure lease, 
permitting, maintenance and expansion experience


System and network uptime not backed by SLA

Significant engineering resources need to be dedicated to guarantee system and SLA of a 
customer build network. It add costs and shifts focus from collecting of meter readings to running 
the network infrastructure


400% difference in site coverage 
same location, tower site at the bottomMajor project risks identified by experienced deployment team



Leading natural gas utility in Latin America successfully collects 1.7M meter readings daily 
in dense urban area with more than 4000 devices per gateway and 95% success rate

Key project metrics

Leading natural gas distribution company with more than 2.1M 
connected households


70k meters deployed in 2021 and another 800k planned for 2022-2024


Total 1.7M meter readings daily (24 per device) are delivered 


95% of meter readings are successfully delivered


Served by 18 carrier grade gateways with 4k meters per gateway with 
no capacity issues


Long term relationships with 10 year evergreen contract commitment


Dense network in Brazil, 70k devices



TinyML is coming closer to production with some of the vibration monitoring solutions 
already. Deployment strategies can still be challenging. TinyMLOps…
ML+LoRaWAN vibration monitoring

Low-power, ML on the edge, LoRaWAN 
vibration monitoring solution from 
bobassistant.com helps companies with 
predictive maintenance

Most ML-models involves some kind of 
trade-off and continued on-sensor model 
evaluation is required to ensure that model 
performance is still acceptable. 


For example vibration monitoring sensor 
can provide some fallback options in case 
ML-model is not performing good enough 
anymore.

TinyML deployment challenges Example: fallback models for vibration

TinyML model training and evaluation is not that 
different from “BigML”, but the lack of raw data 
and connectivity limitations may cause problem 
with ML rollout strategy and model evaluation.


There is no good answer on what is going to 
happen after we finished to play with .fit() 
and .predict() in Jupyter Notebook.


How to collect more raw data?

How to identify retraining intervals?

How to run A/B tests?

How to do shadow and canary deployments?

How to implement cold-start and fallback?

How to do on-device model evaluation?


The main challenge here is that most of the 
patterns for ML that exist today are not energy-
aware and are not suitable for low-power 
devices.


Hopefully TinyML deployment workgroup can 
create a vibrant community of ML-practitioners.

http://bobassistant.com


TinyML Deployment
I am happy to discuss TinyML algorithms and 
deployment options for low-power, low-cost 
devices.


Consider joining TinyML deployment 
workgroup and LoRa Alliance technical 
committee.


Feel free to connect  
https://linkedin.com/in/vkleban 
 
Drop me a message 
vk@everynet.com

https://linkedin.com/in/vkleban
mailto:vk@everynet.com


Copyright Notice

This multimedia file is copyright © 2022 by tinyML Foundation. 
All rights reserved. It may not be duplicated or distributed in any 
form without prior written approval.

tinyML® is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org



Copyright Notice

This presentation in this publication was presented as a tinyML® Talks webcast. The content reflects the 
opinion of the author(s) and their respective companies. The inclusion of presentations in this 
publication does not constitute an endorsement by tinyML Foundation or the sponsors.

There is no copyright protection claimed by this publication. However, each presentation is the work of 
the authors and their respective companies and may contain copyrighted material. As such, it is strongly 
encouraged that any use reflect proper acknowledgement to the appropriate source. Any questions 
regarding the use of any materials presented should be directed to the author(s) or their companies.

tinyML is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org




